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1. Introduction
1.1

The Council is undertaking a partial review of its Local Plan to review
chapters and topics which have not been reviewed as part of the recent
Core Strategy Reviews since the Core Strategy (now called the Local
Plan) was adopted in 2010.

1.2

The National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) states at paragraph 17
that “The Local Plan may also require a Habitats Regulation Assessment,
as set out in the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010
(as amended) if it is considered likely to have significant effects on
European habitats or species, located in the local planning authority’s
area or in its vicinity.”

1.3

Regulation 102 (1) of the Conservation of Habitats and Species
Regulations 2010 (as amended) sets out the requirement for undertaking
an appropriate assessment of implications for European sites and
European offshore marine sites. It states that “102. (1). Where a land use plan—
(a)

is likely to have a significant effect on a European site or a
European offshore marine site(either alone or in combination
with other plans or projects), and

(b)

is not directly connected with or necessary to the
management of the site,

the plan-making authority for that plan must, before the plan is given
effect, make an appropriate assessment of the implications for the site
in view of that site’s conservation objectives.”
1.4

Regulation 102 above reflects the European Council Directive 92/43/EEC
on the Conservation of natural habitats and of wild flora and fauna (the
‘Habitats Directive’). Article 6 of the Habitats Directive defines how Natura
2000 sites (European Sites, Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and
Special Protection Area (SPA)) are managed and protected.
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2. Previous Habitats Regulations
Assessments
Core Strategy
2.1

The Council undertook a Habitats Regulations Screening Assessment of
the policies to be included in the Core Strategy in 2009. This assessment
concluded that the policies were not likely to affect the two relevant Natura
2000 sites. The relevant Natura 2000 sites considered were Richmond
Park and Wimbledon Common.

London Plan
2.2

The London Plan was originally subject to a Habitats Regulations
Assessment (HRA) in 2009. This concluded that the plan would have no
significant effects on any European sites due to the provision of
appropriate protective policies and mitigation. The subsequent
amendments to the plan were considered too minor to alter the
conclusions of the 2009 HRA and were therefore screened out at an early
stage, with agreement from Natural England. A further HRA Screening
was undertaken of the Further Alterations of the London Plan and it was
concluded that the FALP would not result in any additional effects over
those identified and mitigated within the 2009 HRA and plan, and
therefore the conclusions of the 2009 HRA remain valid (i.e. There would
be no adverse effects on any European sites as a result of the plan’s
implementation).

3. Relevant Natura 2000 Sites
3.1

The FALP HRA Screening considered all European sites fully or partially
within the GLA boundary, and within 15km of the boundary. The GLA
agreed this approach with Natural England (5 November 2013). The sites
considered are shown in Figure 1.

3.2

As evident from Figure 1, the two sites closest to the Royal Borough are
(1) Richmond Park and (2) Wimbledon Common (Figure 2). The Core
Strategy HRA Screening considered these two sites. It is considered that
the remaining sites considered in the London Plan/ FALP Screening are
too distant from the Borough for the planning policy to have any influence
on. Therefore as before for the Core Strategy, the two sites below (Table
3

1) are considered the most relevant for the HRA Screening of the Local
Plan Partial Review.
Table 1: Relevant Natura 2000 Sites
Site Name
Richmond
Park (SAC)
UK0030246

Wimbledon
Common
(SAC)
UK0030301

Reason for Designation

Condition and
threats
Richmond Park has a
The site is surrounded
large number of ancient
by urban area and
trees with decaying timber. therefore experiences
It is at the heart of the
high levels of
south London centre of
recreational pressure.
distribution for stag beetle The whole site has
Lucanus cervus (for
been declared a
which this is one of only
National Nature
four known outstanding
Reserve (NNR).
localities in the United
Kingdom), and is a site of
national importance for the
conservation of the fauna
of invertebrates
associated with the
decaying timber of ancient
trees.
Wimbledon Common has
The site is located in
a large number of old
an urban area and
trees and much fallen
therefore experiences
decaying timber. It is at
heavy recreational
the heart of the south
pressure.
London centre of
distribution for stag beetle
Lucanus cervus, and a
relatively large number of
records were received
from this site during a
recent nationwide survey
for the species (Percy et
al. 2000). The site
supports a number of
other scarce invertebrate
species associated with
decaying timber.
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Comments
NA

The area
supports a
significant
presence of
following
habitats:
- Northern
Atlantic wet
heaths with
Erica tetralix.
- European
dry heaths
These
habitats are
present as a
qualifying
feature, but
they are not a
primary
reason for
selection of
this site.

Figure 1: European Sites considered in FALP HRA Screening
Source: GLA, Habitats Regulations Assessment Screening, FALP, December 2013
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Figure 2: Relevant Natura 2000 sites in relation to the Royal Borough
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4. Screening of the Local Plan Partial
Review
4.1

There is no regulatory requirement for a HRA to be undertaken for a draft
plan or similar developmental stages. However, as with SEA it is widely
accepted as best practice that HRA should be run as an iterative process
along with development of policies.

4.2

The European Commission has produced guidance on Assessment of
plans and projects significantly affecting Natura 2000 sites, November
20011.

4.3

The guidance identifies a four staged approach as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Stages of undertaking a Habitats Regulations Assessment
Stage One: Screening — the process which identifies the likely impacts
upon a Natura 2000 site of a project or plan, either alone or in
combination with other projects or plans, and considers whether these
impacts are likely to be significant;
Stage Two: Appropriate assessment — the consideration of the impact
on the integrity of the Natura 2000 site of the project or plan, either
alone or in combination with other projects or plans, with respect to the
site’s structure and function and its conservation objectives.
Additionally, where there are adverse impacts, an assessment of the
potential mitigation of those impacts;
Stage Three: Assessment of alternative solutions — the process which
examines alternative ways of achieving the objectives of the project or
plan that avoid adverse impacts on the integrity of the Natura 2000 site;
Stage Four: Assessment where no alternative solutions exist and
where adverse impacts remain — an assessment of compensatory
measures where, in the light of an assessment of imperative reasons of
overriding public interest (IROPI), it is deemed that the project or plan
should proceed (it is important to note that this guidance does not deal
with the assessment of imperative reasons of overriding public
interest).

1

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/natura2000/management/docs/art6/natura_2000_assess_en.
pdf
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4.4

The Council is at the screening stage as it is just starting the partial review
of its policies (set out in Table 4).

4.5

Since the London Plan is part of the Council’s development plan, the
associated HRA of FALP is considered relevant to the Local Plan Partial
Review because the Local Plan is required to be in conformity with the
London Plan. The FALP HRA usefully includes Table 3 below which sets
out Policy ‘types’ that can usually be screened out.

Table 3: Broad policy types that can be screened out, taken from Table 2.1
FALP HRA, December 2013
Broad Policy Type
General statements of
policy

Notes
The European Commission recognises that plans or
plan components that are general statements of policy
or political aspirations cannot have significant effects.

General design/guidance
criteria

A general ‘criteria based’ policy expresses the tests or
expectations of the plan-making body when it comes
to consider particular proposals, or relate to design or
other qualitative criteria which do not themselves lead
to development (e.g. controls on building design).

External plans/projects

Plans or projects that are proposed by other plans and
are referred to in the plan being assessed for
completeness.

Environmental protection
policies

Policies designed to protect the natural or built
environment will not usually have significant adverse
effects.

4.6

The European Commission (EC) guidance Assessment of plans and
projects significantly affecting Natura 2000 sites, November 2001 includes
a flowchart (Figure 3) elaborating the screening stage.

4.7

The EC guidance further includes an example of an assessment matrix.
However, given the distance of the Royal Borough from the Natura 2000
sites and the content of the policies being reviewed, the Council considers
that any likely effects can be assessed using the same assessment matrix
as that for the original Core Strategy policies.

4.8

Table 4 below presents the policies that are subject of the Partial Review
and an updated assessment matrix based on the one that was used for
the Screening Report for the Core Strategy. All of these policies have
previously been screened at the time of preparing the Core Strategy.
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4.9

The updated assessment matrix incorporates the broad ‘policy’ types that
can usually be screened out from the FALP HRA as set out above. It also
provides a brief description of all the policies being reviewed (including the
ones that do not fall within the policy types that can be screened out) and
any likely impact on a Natura 2000 site.
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Figure 3: Screening Stage, Assessment of plans and projects significantly
affecting Natura 2000 sites, EC, November 2001
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Table 4: Local Plan policies being reviewed and assessment matrix

Policies (&
Extant UDP)

Chapter
SECTION 1 SPATIAL STRATEGY
1
Setting the Scene
2
Issues & Patterns: Our
Spatial Portrait
3
Building on Success: Our
Vision & Strategic
Objectives
4

Delivering Success: Our
Spatial Strategy

-

Broad Policy
Type in
relation to
FALP Table
2.1 above
General
Statement of
Policy

CV1 Vision for
the Royal
Borough: Building
on Success
CP1 Core Policy: NA
Quanta of
Development

11

Description of what the policy
review is trying to achieve and
any likely impact on a Natura
2000 site

Likely to
have an
impact on a
Natura 2000
site

No policy in chapter
No policy in chapter

No
No

General Statement of Policy – not
likely to have any effect on a Natura
2000 site.

No

The policy sets out the amount of
development for various uses that
will be supported through the Local
Plan.
By virtue of the distance to the
nearest Natura 2000 sites as well as
other policies designed to conserve
or enhance the natural, built or
historic environment in the Borough
it is considered that the quantum of
development is not likely to have
any effect on a Natura 2000 site.

No

Chapter

Policies (&
Extant UDP)

Broad Policy
Type in
relation to
FALP Table
2.1 above

CP2 North
Kensington

Policy supports regeneration in
North Kensington. By virtue of the
distance to the nearest Natura sites
as well as other policies designed to
conserve or enhance the natural,
built or historic environment in the
Borough it is considered that the
policy is not likely to have any effect
on a European site.
The policy supports protecting,
promoting and enhancing the local
distinctiveness and economic
success of the Places of the
Borough and as such is not likely to
have any effect on a Natura 2000
site.
The section includes visions for the
various Places in the Borough as
well as policies supporting
sustainable development. These are
not considered likely to have any
effect on a Natura 2000 site.

CP3 Places

5-18

‘Places’

Description of what the policy
review is trying to achieve and
any likely impact on a Natura
2000 site

CV/CP5-18
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Likely to
have an
impact on a
Natura 2000
site
No

No

No

Policies (&
Extant UDP)

Chapter

SECTION 2 DELIVERY STRATEGY
SECTION 2A ALLOCATIONS AND DESIGNATIONS
19-27
Strategic Sites Allocations
CA1-7

28

Proposals Map

Broad Policy
Type in
relation to
FALP Table
2.1 above

NA

The policy or proposal positively
steers development away from
Natura 2000 Sites and associated
sensitive areas.
Concentration of development in
urban areas will not affect European
Site and will help to steer
development and land use change
away from Natura 2000 sites.
Indicates policy constraints and site
allocations on a map. As such will
not effect any Natura 2000 site.

-

SECTION 2B POLICIES AND ACTIONS
29
Policies and Actions
C1 Infrastructure
Delivery and
Planning
Obligations
UDP H8

Description of what the policy
review is trying to achieve and
any likely impact on a Natura
2000 site

NA

13

Likely to
have an
impact on a
Natura 2000
site

No

No

Policy will inform mechanisms
No
(S106/CIL) for infrastructure funding,
infrastructure planning and viability
issues. Significant impacts unlikely
No

Chapter
31

Fostering Vitality

Policies (&
Extant UDP)
CF1 Location of
New Shop Uses

CF2 Retail
Development
within Town
Centres
CF3 Diversity of
uses within Town
Centres
CF4 Street
Markets

CF5 Location of
Business Uses

Broad Policy
Description of what the policy
Type in
review is trying to achieve and
relation to
any likely impact on a Natura
FALP Table
2000 site
2.1 above
General
Sets out the town centre first
design/guida approach for new retail floorspace.
nce criteria
Any impact on Natura 2000 sites
unlikely.
Sets out the nature of retail
development which is suitable within
town centres. Any impact on Natura
2000 sites unlikely.
Seeks to maintain a diversity of uses
within town centres.
Any impact on Natura 2000 sites
unlikely.
Support for the Borough’s street
markets.
Any impact on Natura 2000 sites
unlikely.
Protection of the Borough’s existing
office stock and seeking to
encourage new large scale offices in
town centres, employment zones
and accessible areas.
Any impact on Natura 2000 sites
unlikely.
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Likely to
have an
impact on a
Natura 2000
site
No

No

No

No

No

Chapter

Policies (&
Extant UDP)

Broad Policy
Type in
relation to
FALP Table
2.1 above

CF6 Creative and
Cultural
Businesses

Description of what the policy
review is trying to achieve and
any likely impact on a Natura
2000 site
Promotion and protection of the
work-spaces needed to support the
creative and cultural industries
across the Borough.
Any impact on Natura 2000 sites
unlikely.
Support for new arts and cultural
uses across the borough, and
nuture and encourage those which
already exist.
Any impact on Natura 2000 sites
unlikely.
Protect the Borough’s stock of hotel
accommodation.
Any impact on Natura 2000 sites
unlikely.
Protect and enhance arts and
cultural uses in the South
Kensington Strategic Cultural Area.
Any impact on Natura 2000 sites
unlikely.

CF7 Arts and
Cultural Uses

CF8 Hotels

CF11 The South
Kensington
Strategic Cultural
Area
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Likely to
have an
impact on a
Natura 2000
site
No

No

No

No

Chapter

Policies (&
Extant UDP)
UDP E8, E11,
E12, E13, E15,
E19, E22, E26

32

Better Travel Choices

CT2 New and
enhanced rail
infrastructure

33

An Engaging Public
Realm

CR4 Streetscape

CR5 Parks,
Gardens, Open
Spaces and
Waterways

Broad Policy
Description of what the policy
Type in
review is trying to achieve and
relation to
any likely impact on a Natura
FALP Table
2000 site
2.1 above
General
These policies aim to maintain a mix
design/guida and variety of business uses,
nce criteria
including general and light industrial
uses.

External
Plans or
Projects and
General
Statement of
Policy
N/A

N/A
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Any impact on Natura 2000 sites
unlikely.
Policy supports sustainable modes
of transport and any impact on a
Natura 2000 site are unlikely.

Partial review will address whether /
how public art is delivered through
the planning system in the Borough.
Significant impacts unlikely.
Partial review will inform
mechanisms (S106/CIL) for
infrastructure funding for open
space. Significant impacts unlikely.

Likely to
have an
impact on a
Natura 2000
site
No

No

No

No

Chapter
35

Diversity of Housing

Policies (&
Extant UDP)
CH1 Housing
Targets

CH2 Housing
Diversity

CH2 (Gypsy &
Traveller
Accommodation)

CH2 (Access &
Space Housing
Standards)

Broad Policy
Description of what the policy
Type in
review is trying to achieve and
relation to
any likely impact on a Natura
FALP Table
2000 site
2.1 above
N/A
Policy seeks to ensure delivery of
housing supply target set out in the
London Plan. Steering development
away from the Natura 2000 sites will
not have any effect on the Natura
2000 sites.
This policy seeks to secure the
delivery of an appropriate mix (size
and tenure) of housing. This is
unlikely to have any effect on a
Natura 2000 site.
Policy will inform how any identified
need for Gypsy and Traveller
accommodation is addressed. This
is unlikely to have any effect on a
Natura 2000 site.
External
The policy review is bringing the
plans/projects policy in-line with new national
– to be in
policy on Housing Standards.
accordance
with national
policy
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Likely to
have an
impact on a
Natura 2000
site
No

No

No

No

Chapter

Policies (&
Extant UDP)

Broad Policy
Type in
relation to
FALP Table
2.1 above

CH3 Protection of
Residential Uses

Description of what the policy
review is trying to achieve and
any likely impact on a Natura
2000 site
Policy seeks to protect existing
residential uses to maintain the
borough’s housing supply. This is
unlikely to have any effect on a
Natura 2000 site.
This policy sets out principles for the
redevelopment of housing estates.
This positively steers development
away from the Natura 2000 site and
is unlikely to have any effect on a
Natura 2000 site.
Policy H4 seeks to prevent the
encroachment of commercial uses
into residential area and H17 resists
the lost of small housing units with
one or two habitable rooms. This is
unlikely to have any effect on a
Natura 2000 site.

CH4 Estate
Renewal

UDP H4, H17
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Likely to
have an
impact on a
Natura 2000
site
No

No

No

Chapter
36

Respecting
Environmental Limits

Policies (&
Extant UDP)
CE1 Climate
Change (Energy
& Water Housing
Standards)

CE2 Flooding

CE3 Waste

Broad Policy
Type in
relation to
FALP Table
2.1 above
External
plans/projects
– to be in
accordance
with national
policy
Environmenta
l protection
policies

NA
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Description of what the policy
review is trying to achieve and
any likely impact on a Natura
2000 site
The policy review is bringing the
policy in-line with new national
policy on Housing Standards. This is
unlikely to have any effect on a
Natura 2000 site.
Policy is about reducing the risk of
flooding and protecting new
development from flooding.
Therefore any impacts on a Natura
2000 site are unlikely.
Policy will inform how the Borough’s
London Plan waste apportionment
land requirement will be met and
how waste servicing will be dealt
with on individual development sites
(general design / guidance criteria).
This is unlikely to have any effect on
a Natura 2000 site.

Likely to
have an
impact on a
Natura 2000
site
No

No

No

5. Conclusions
5.1

As evident from Table 3 none of the policies that are being reviewed are
likely to have a significant/ any effect on the relevant Natura 2000 sites.
Therefore the Council does not need to undertake Stage 2 of the HRA
process as set out in Table 1. As stated in Figure 1, if the answer to
‘Significant impacts are likely to occur’ is no, then the authority can ‘Move
directly to relevant authorisation process’. This conclusion is subject to
consultation (as indicated in Figure 3) and in the NPPG with Natural
England. The report will be made available alongside an Issues and
Options consultation on the policies that are subject to the Partial Review.
This will enable any interested party/stakeholder to comment on the
Screening Report. This approach is in-line with Regulation 102(3) of the
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended)
which states that the Plan-making authority “must also, if they consider it
appropriate, take the opinion of the general public”.

5.2

The policy review is at an early stage and as further details emerge the
Council will re-examine its conclusions if required.

6. How to respond to this consultation?
Question 1:
Do you have any comments on the methodology or conclusions of the
Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) Screening report?
6.1

Consultation responses can be sent on-line using the following link or sent
directly to the contact officer by email or post before the closing date - 9
February 2016:
Online: https://planningconsult.rbkc.gov.uk/
Contact officer:
Preeti Gulati Tyagi
Senior Planning Officer
Planning and Borough Development
The Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
The Town Hall
Hornton Street
London W8 7NX
Tel: 0207 341 5784
Email: preeti.gulatityagi@rbkc.gov.uk
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